Comet Elenin and the Sixth Seal
A lot of YouTubers have asked me, where are we in Bible prophecy?
Especially in regards to Comet Elenin, and I thought on this program, I
would bring you up to date. In order to do that, we need to look at Saint
John's Cryptogram. Now I won't explain to you how the cryptogram
works. I've already done that on another program called 'Cryptogram'.
Please look that up, in order to understand how Saint John
reorganized the Book of Revelation. Suffice it to say, you must
rearrange chapters 6 through 20, in order to understand the true
chronology.
On the wall behind me, I have Saint John's Cryptogram, and when I
first started on YouTube about three years ago, we were at this point
here, in other words where the Whore of Babylon was riding the
Scarlet Beast. Babylon of course symbolizes, decadent Western
capitalism, particularly Britain and America, and the scarlet beast she
rides, symbolizes international Communism, which is the seventh
beast.
I know a lot of people think that the Soviet Union has been destroyed,
but, according to the Saint John in the Book of Revelation, the seventh
beast will be revived as the eighth and final beast, which is the One
World Communist tyranny. And now just this last fall, Jesus opened the
second seal, which was the Red Horse of War. That occurred on
November 23rd when North Korea attacked South Korea. I know some
of you don't agree with me on that, but history will prove that I am right.
That was the official beginning of World War 3, and since then,
certainly America has not been at peace.
Rev. 6:3 And when he had opened the second seal, I heard the
second beast say, come and see.
Rev. 6:4 And there went out another horse that was red: and
power was given to him that sat thereon to take peace from the
earth, and that they should kill one another: and there was given
to him a great sword.
Barack Obama campaigned that he would get us out of Iraq, and after
we had gotten Osama bin Laden, he would pull out of Afghanistan as
well. He has broken both of those campaign promises. Instead he has
expanded America's involvement in foreign wars. He has assisted the
removal of an elected president in Egypt, Hosni Mubarak. Do you think
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the Egyptians are really better off now than they were before? I don't
think so. He has expanded the war into Pakistan with drones, killing
innocent civilians. He has expanded our war into Yemen, and also into
Libya. He is trying to get rid of Gaddafi, who was a popular president.
None of these things are true to his promises, but they are true to Bible
prophecy. Barack Obama is the leopard in Daniel chapter number 7.
He will be defeated, as found in Daniel chapter 11 verse number 40.
Barack Obama is also the lion, as found in Jeremiah chapter 50 verse
44, and Jeremiah also describes the fall of America in his chapter 50
verses 41 through 43, but I am getting a little bit ahead of myself.
Following the start of World War 3 last fall, comes the opening of the
sixth seal. So that brings us up to our current date, which is the first
week in October 2011, and the question is, has Jesus already opened
the sixth seal, or is he about to open it? A lot of people think that the
earthquake in Japan marked that beginning. According to Saint John's
Cryptogram, let's look at chapter 6 verse number 12.
Rev. 6:12 And I saw when he had opened the sixth seal, and
behold there was a great earthquake, does that refer to the
alignment with Elinin and the sun and the earth, which seemed to
occur it just about the same time? and the sun became black as
sackcloth of hair: well there was an eclipse of the sun this past
summer. That could refer to that. and the whole moon became as
blood: and there was also a blood moon this past summer, so it's
possible those events have already occurred. Now the Lord had
revealed to me when the date of World War 3 was, as I said, last
November, in the beginning of the seven years of Tribulation, but He
has not shown me the exact dates for the opening of the sixth seal. It
may have already occurred. And now let's look at verse number 13.
Rev. 6:13 And the stars of heaven fell to the earth, even as a fig
tree casts her untimely figs, when she is shaken by a great wind.
I certainly do not believe that this event has yet occurred. When figs
fall from a tree, in an untimely manner, that would indicate perhaps the
winter, perhaps the spring, and it would seem to be meteorites falling
from perhaps Comet Elenin. We will be going through the tail of Comet
Elenin this November.
Rev 6:14 And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled
together; and every mountain and island were moved out of their
places.
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Nor has this event yet occurred. This is very mysterious. The sky
opening up like a scroll. A lot of Catholic prophecies believe that this
refers to a great warning from Almighty God, when the state of our
souls will be revealed to us, and we will know how we are living in His
eyes. Certainly that has not yet occurred. And now you know just as
much as I do.
Saint John's Cryptogram is proving very accurate, and if Jesus has not
yet opened the sixth seal, then in the very near future we can expect
an even greater earthquake; the sun of becoming black, as sackcloth
of hair, and the moon turning into blood. And following that, of course,
the figs would fall, as from a tree shaken by a great wind. Nor do I
believe we have seen the last of Comet Elenin. And of course, I admit,
a lot of the information coming from NASA may prove to be a hoax, but
all in all, I believe we are witnessing here the hand of God, but please
remember God reveals the future not to scare us, but to prepare us.
So in conclusion, let me remind you that my book, Revelation
Unraveled, includes Saint John's Cryptogram, and in the appendix, it
includes all of those chapters, that is chapter 6 through 20 of the Book
of Revelation that Saint John organized into a cryptogram, that is, he
mixed them up, and then rearrange them, and they have to be
unraveled for you to understand them.
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